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Helping you enjoy Police Brutality At It’s Finest

And the wheelchair, too!

That is such a 
You Tube shot!

Going to Hell:
Gays
Jews

Women
Koala Readers

More Jews
Skateboarders



the Hunt for Smut
Dedicated to the students and perverts of SDSU

There was a nasty rumor going around the Koala office that our own Love Library might finally be living up to its own name. That 
is to say, we heard there was pornography that you could actually view in the library. As journalists, we all felt it our duty to cor-
roborate this story immediately. Armed with liquid courage and all the power of a student comedy paper (way more than you might 
think) we set off on our journey. Approximately 90 seconds later we reached our goal and found ourselves standing in front of the 
1st Floor Microfilm Center desk. He didn’t know it yet, but Kyle, the fellow working the desk at 11 pm on a Thursday, was about 
to make several friends. He needed a Student ID for collateral (you know how the University gets about its porn), so we handed 
one over. He turned around and picked up a large box of Playboy microfilms. We were a little disappointed, after all we were look-
ing for porn, not Playboy, but it still had naked women and that’s not so bad. Besides, we refused to return home without raging 
hard-ons. That’s our dedication to you, reader. You can thank us later. Anyway, we loaded up some issue from the early 90s and 
watched as delicious models were displayed in glorious grayscale projection. That’s my personal favorite part of the experience; 
the only way to actually read any of this is to put it up on the microfilm screen for all to see. Not so bad for a drunken Koala field 
trip in the middle of the night, but definitely a problem for you perverts looking to get a little personal study time in between class. 
And when I say “you perverts” I really mean “my fellow perverts.” So there you have it, from the Koala to you. We sallied forth to 
the Nipple of Knowledge and came back victorious. We invite you to do the same. Just make sure to smack Kyle on the ass for us.

Staff Cell
Skateboarding by the Trolley Stop

Alex T, George L

Peeing on a small child
Zach C, Brittni T, Jamez H,  Paul H, 

Alien

Stealing an Old Lady’s Purse
Chuck M, Zim, Alex S, Eric O, 

Prostitution
SamSkillz, JRhodes

Vehicular Manslaughter
Alex M, David M, Stifler, Mike F. 

Shane S, Jason W, Todd C

The Koala Boys in the library, looking like they could really use some Koala Girls

Are you unsure whether 
you really want to have that 
child or get the abortion instead?  
Well now introducing the Baby 
Dildo!!!  

The Baby Dildo allows you 
to experiance childbirth and de-
cide  whether delivering a baby is 
right for you.  Through repeated 
use it can stretch, tear, and make 
birth delivery even more pleasur-
able!

Order the Baby Dildo right 
away! 
Now coming in two versions:
Vibrating Baby Dildo and Non-
Vibrating Miscarriage Baby 
Dildo!

*Now for those drinking, smok-
ing, heroin abuser mothers comes 
premature sizes for those who
want to simulate their childs 
birth.

Introducing the World’s First Baby Dildo!
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Koala Top 5 Lists

Top Five Ways SDSU Skateboarders Should be 
Punished, Other Than Tasering
1. Make them roller blade
2. Electric chair
3. Frame them for biking
4. Run them down with the on-campus cop 
cruisers
5. Police bears

Top Five Ways Saddam Would Have Died in a 
Galaxy Far, Far Away
1. Two photon torpedoes up the exhaust pipe
2. Lightsaber enema
3. Five minute conversation with Jar Jar Binks
4. Star Destroyed
5. Covered in Ewok Nip
6. Strangled by a scantily-clad princess
7. Hide a shield generator on him and wait for 
rebels to destroy
8. Han Solo him

Top Five Complaints by Lesbians about 
Lesbian Porn
1. Unrealistically large fingers make partner 
insecure
2. Bootleg Xena video totally fakey
3. Muffdive VII still in production after two 
years! Two!
4. Men enjoy it so very much
5. Watching the strap-on go soft

Bottom Five Colors of Puke
1. Time-of-the-month red
2. Baby poop orange
3. Ghandi brown
4. Politically correct, all-inclusive, non-discrim-
inatory rainbow
5. Klan white
6. Chunky Munky

Top Five Reasons Women Have Periods
1. For those guys that love red meat
2. For role playing; your dick plays the part of 
the wounded Iraqi soldier
3. Because only a pussy would admit to bleed-
ing for a week straight
4. So we know it’s ok to bareback it for a few 
days
5. Because if they had commas, they’d always 
be bitches

Top Five Things MacGyver Can’t Do
1. Rhyme a word with “MacGyver”
2. Make his girlfriend shut up
3. Earn his father’s love
4. Cut his mullet (religious reasons)
5. Make a bong

Top Five Bigger Douchebags to Replace Your 
R.A.
1. A drug sniffing dog
2. Ra, Egyptian Sun God
3. Dog the Bounty Hunter
4. Scrappy-Doo
5. Abuse-My-Power-Elmo

Top Five Things You Should Never 
Accidentally Text Message to Your Mom
1. UU=====>

2. ROMMLMAO (Rolling On My Mom, 
Laughing My Ass Off)
3. Are u & that “Dad” guy still 2gether?
4. I wish you could smell my fingers right now
5. Wat we gona do w/this body?

Top Five Signs You Have a Small Penis Part II
1. When you play with yourself, it’s usually 
hide and seek
2. You got your pet gerbil pregnant
3. You discovered your penis cancer when it 
was only three cells big
4. If it feels like more than two fingers, it’s 
definitely your fingers
5. Your cock recoils when you cum

Top Five Uniforms the KKK Wore Before They 
Discovered White Sheets
1. Off-white sheets
2. Police uniforms
3. Full House tee-shirts
4. Togas, until they found out the ancient 
Greeks were totally gay
5. “Free Booth’s Body” tee-shirts

Bottom Five Things to Say to Your Friend 
Whose Parents Just Died
1. I know how you feel, my hamster just died
2. It’s like I’ve said all along: you’re a bastard
3. Good thing you bought one of those 
“ORPHAN” tee-shirts before the rush
4. Yeah, but remember that time they grounded 
you?
5. That parent-teacher conference tonight is 
really going to suck, huh?

Top Five Reasons the The Koala and The Daily 
Aztec Could Never Get Along
1. We’re black and white, they’re colored. It 
wasn’t meant to be
2. The Daily Aztec editor was raped by a koala 
as a child
3. Our editor was raped daily by an aztec as a 
child
4. We’re too jealous of “Zoo University”
5. They could never book Mary Carey
6. The Koala girls are way hotter than those 
skanks at the Daily Aztec

Top Five Things That Would Happen if the 
Aztec Center Starbucks Closed
1. Another 12 would open in its location
2. The mermaid mascot would have to resort to 
prostitution to satisfy her caffeine addiction
3. Unknown artists would never get the 
attention and appreciation that they don’t really 
deserve
4. Even your professor would fall asleep during 
a lecture
5. Seattle would declare war on us

Top Five Ways to Find the Clitoris
1. Screw Sacagawea, she will guide you
2. The SDSU information booth
3. “Ooooo” marks the spot
4. Follow the yellow piss road
5. Hey man, I don’t care, clits are for pussies.

Top Five Times When It’s OK to Torture 
Someone to Death
1. If they’re innocent and can’t tell you any-
thing anyway
2. You’re Jack Bauer and you need directions to 
the freeway
3. In a rousing game of “Torture Someone to 
Death”
4. If they don’t say “uncle”
5. When it doesn’t put the lotion on its skin

Top Five Uses for a Used Condom

1. Freeze it in case of tragic testicular injury
2. Cumbelina, finger puppet
3. Challenging someone to a duel
4. In case of failure, wait nine months and 
strangle baby with it
5. Whirl it around your head like the tube that 
make noise when you whirl it around your head

Top Five Football-Pregnancy Analogies
1. “Interception”: baby has the wrong skin color
2. “Challenge the play”: get a paternity test
3. “False Start”: the pregnancy test is just 
fucking with you
4. “The Coinflip”: Couthanger or clinic?
5. “Substitution”: Test-tube baby
6. “Unnecessary roughness”: circumcision
7. “Sudden Death”: (self-explanatory)
8. “Punt”: The doctor drop-kicks your baby

Top Five Advantages to Dating an Inmate
1. They can only call you once
2. You don’t have to buy handcuffs
3. He’ll never cheat on you with another woman
4. You can’t have a conjugal visit without a con
5. Guard doggy style
6. Sometimes you’ll find drugs during anal (and 
shivs, too)
7. Someone else is doing his cooking and laun-
dry
8. “Bitch” and “Stool pigeon” are such good pet 
names

Top Five Lesbian Disney Movies
1. Beauty and the Butch
2. The Princess’ Bride
3. Pokeacuntas
4. The Rescuers Down Under
5. All Dykes Go To Heaven 2
6. Clitty Clitty Bang Bang
7. The Fox and the Fox

Top Five Things Coroners Say During Sex
1. Stop moving!
2. Can I nibble on your toe tag?
3. Damn, the microwave only makes it warm on 
the outside
4. Is ‘natural causes’ an STD?
5. Don’t blink now baby, I’m almost done
6. I really like it better when you wear the blue 
lipstick

Think you can do better?
 Email us your own list at 
editor@sdsu.koalahq.com,

hotshit
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What a nice 
wedding

Yeah, let’s bail
You wanna come in?

MORE 
WINE!

My friend 
needs me, she’s 
so drunk C’mon!

Dude, what’s 
that chicks name 
again?

...Melissa, yeah that’s it.
Who’s the other one?

Fuck if I know, bro.
Later!

Let me check 
on Melissa one 
more time, k?

It’s all good, 
BF is in there

I’m going to sleep. 
You perv.

What?! C’mon!

The next morning 
before breakfast...

My BAC is 4.0. Beat that honor student!March 6th, 2007 Page 4



EFFIN’S now serves HARD EFFIN ALCOHOL!!!

Now with
FULL LIQUOR

VOTED BEST STUDENT
HANGOUT IN SAN DIEGO
  - The Reader’s Best 2003

619 - 229 - 9800
6164 El Cajon Blvd.

BEST EFFIN FOOD 
IN TOWN!

BEST EFFIN FOOD 
IN TOWN!

THE BEST EFFIN FOOD IN TOWN!
Beer & Cocktails

Pizza, Wings & Other Appetizers

Pool Tables

Rockin Band
 
Steve Langdon

Check out our coupon 
in the Dollar Stretcher!

DOUBLE
CHECK!!!

DAILY SPECIALS

Wake up after partying on 
Saturday and come have break-

fast at Effin’s.

It’s the best breakfast in the 
college area.

Sunday specials all day!
Opens at 9:00am

SUNDAY BRUNCH

NOW SERVING HARD LIQUOR

WING
WEDNESDAY

   Hot & Spicy
        Wings
    “The Best in 
         Town” 

35 C
THURSDAY

Party with Steve Langdon!
    “It’s an Effin Tradition!”

MONDAY
MADNESS

X-Large Pizza
with a Domestic
Draft Pitcher
4pm - 10pm 

$14.95

TACO
TUESDAYS

       “Great Big  
      Effin Tacos.” $1.50

FRIDAY
1/2 Off

Appetizers
from 4-7pm

SATURDAY
Saturday Night Live

(with Steve Langdon)
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New Year’s in Ghost Town 12/31
The day is December 31st, 9:30 in the pm.  My brother and two friends are at Seven-
Eleven in San Clemente.  If you are unfamiliar with the city of San Clemente it is only 
about an hour North on the 5; just past Madonna’s Tits (San Onofre Power Plant).  If 
you are from Nor Cal, you drove through it to get here when you came back from 
Winter break.  Anyway, we are picking up a few 40 oz’s of Mickey’s and a pack of 
Optimo cigars for the drive down to San Diego with hopes of outrageous end of the year 
and/or new year festivities.  One hour later - 10:30 - we have parked the car, picked up 
more beer and hit the streets in search for a house to drink at.  However, we forgot to 
calculate just how empty the area surrounding the SDSU campus is during winter break.  
Here we are, New Year’s, and the streets are empty.  No drunk sorority sluts yacking or 
peeing in gutters.  No cops arresting minors.  Trujillos is empty and Frat Row is... dark.  
My amigos are restless for partiness and I - their fearless leader in this quest - must find 
salvation for my crew.  We are walking down Montezuma, and threats of mutiny are 
drifting into my ear when another sound is recognized.  Music.. yes, music and laughter.  
A smell finds my nostrils... marijuana.  Like a drug sniffing dog, my stoner-tuned nos-
trils and fiesta-tuned ears lead me to the middle of the street, across it and into an apart-
ment complex.  Perplexed, my crew follows out of confusion and make known their 
worries of the traffic that we narrowly avoid.  Minutes later, we were relaxing amongst 
kegs and girls in a mutli-apartment “kick back” that consisted of everyone that was also 
looking for a party in this Ghost Town.  Just in time, midnight strikes, champaigne is 
shared in every way and my highschool buddy had his first... four pukes at a college 
party.  While very little of the party was enjoyed, it was there.  It was an oasis for many 
a lost and panicking partiers that night who simply wanted to enjoy a new years in what 
they had misconcieved as being a top ten party school.  Because of this, I score it a solid 
four stars.

Pink Party 1/27
Well, for this one we had little time to decide upon a party to throw and figured spread-
ing the word about a pink party would be extreeemely easy since girls love pink and 
they all own at least one piece of pink clothing, dont even try to lie ladies. So, we 
started the party around 9, which means everyone showed up at 1030. I was rocking 
some cheap pink shit from the thrift store, whole outfit cost 3 bucks, and the pad was 
lookin dope. We had a pink tent over the bar with plenty of pink jungle juice, a kickin 
dj with pink setup all on the dance floor, filled with fog and disco lights. Things were 
startin to get crakkin but we needed some beer, and I being the only one still left sober 
(I know, im a fucking lameass) so i take my 21 yr. old pink jumpsuited buddy with me 
to pick up some 30 packs. Unfortunately when we get to Vons my friend remembers he 
left his ID back in his room!! Sooo convenient for me. Then i drive all the way back, 
pick up someone else, and finally i make it back to the party. As we pull up we see two 
cops out in front of the joint, so we hold off on bringing the half-dozen 30 packs back 
up to the party. We roll up, see the coast is clear, go back bring the beers up, then the 
cops roll through simultaneously as we walk into our apartments. Since i pretty much 
missed the entire shiibaaang i was kinda pissed since i heard the dj was poppin and 
there were plenty of drunk girls gettin down on the dance floor. As cool as the dj was, he 
was the reason we got popped. His vehicle is this van with police lookin lights on top, 
and suppooosedly he was busted previously four times and caught with weed! O well, 
later on in the night we roamed around looking for another party and didnt catch one 
quite as awesome, so that was cool. Our shit does smell better! All in all  I give the party 
two very pink stars.

Winter Wonderland 2/3
All right, heres the dealio, we wanted to throw a winter type party where the theme was 
a ski lodge. Although it was well past christmas time, and almost february, it worked 
out quite well. We had a couple of guys drive all the way up to Julian and Big Bear to 
pick up about 800 pounds of snow, so we had the bar cascaded with snow banks along 
with our famous ice luge. Merriness was quickly all around with a tight mothafuckin 
DJ from the North Bay, so he actually knew what the hyphhy movement was all about. 
He was throwing down some tracks that were so sick my mom caught a cold. We had 
red and white christmas trees envailing the courtyard, with a disco ball that lit up the 
whole place so that it looked like it was snowing. I must say that the party was the 
dopest one ive seen in a longg longg longg longg longg time. We had this hot cocoa that 
tasted so good it mustve came from the nectar of the gods, never have i sipped upon 
something so heavenly. Ok, again the DJ was fucking awesome, he had the whole place 
crakkin so hard humpty dumpty couldnt walk through the door unscrambled. The ice 
luge was flowing like niagara falls, never had i seen so many shots dranken so readily. 
With everyone dressed in their snow gear it was quite cozy, with many rosy cheeks, 
and even some on the dance floor. Getting through the party to the dance floor was like 
walkin through quicksand it was so packed. Back to the rosy cheeks on the dance floor, 
the party was so sick that some dude was bangin a broad on the rug by the fireplace!! 
If only i had such luck! The party was so dope that even our glorious SDSU basketball 
team decided to show their faces, and i felt dwarved kickin next to ABUKAR!
Once the DJ was done we let him rest and enjoy the party while we left the computer 
playlist on shuffle. Unfortunately we let the party drag on too long and the fucking cops 
broke it all up and then on top of being straight up pricks, they “confiscated” aka stole 
all of our DJs shit, who had to be back up in Nor Cal for another gig tha next weekend. 
After some dumb broads got breathalyzed and we carried out all the speakers and mix-
ers, they finally left and we got to making a snow ramp down the stairs. We proceeded 
to rock th snow ramp with a snow skate and catch some mad air ( I actually ate some 
mad shit, but who cares?). All in all the night was fucking awesome, the DJ was so 

gangsta that the whole basketball team showed up, some dude got laid on the dance 
floor, and we had snow. what else can i say? I give it Four mothafuckin snowstars...

Party at My House 2/3
When the editor of The Koala throws a party at his home, it has to be ballin’. Case in 
point, this party rocked everything. We had three beerpong tables, armed with two cool-
ers of bud light and over a hundred cups. The firepit was ablaze in the courtyard, more 
than a few guests were ablaze in the living room, and the music was loud enough to 
make my neighbours move, but apparently not loud enough to call the cops. The place 
got full quick, but I got shitfaced even quicker. The liquor cabinet was pretty full at the 
beginning of that night; Seagram’s, Smirnoff, Captain Mo, even a couple jars of Carlo. 
The next morning it was all gone of course, except for the Carlo. The party got pretty 
hectic and I was apparently drinking at a higher grade than the rest of the party, because 
I crashed early. I was, shall we say, ‘incoherent’ by midnight. Good thing this is my 
paper because I know my party will get the four star rank it deserves. Oh look, it just 
did. Four stars.

Party at My House Part Deux 2/17
This was another party at my house, so you know I’m going to give it a high score. In 
fact, it was so good the cops had to break it up before midnight. Seems my neighbors 
weren’t too happy about the rampant weed smoking and the one bay area rap CD on 
repeat. I can understand the latter. Anyway, long story short, I get high as shit, it starts 
raining pigs, and then of course they want to enter my house to arrest the guy who was 
lighting up at that second. The first cop, aka “Bad Cop” went to go inside, so I grabbed 
his arm and stopped him. That’s when he hissed at me. That’s when I remembered the 
local cops’ penchance for electrocution. I must admit that after that, I let them go in and 
cuff the moron. Once the cops (and everyone else) left, twenty-odd people came out 
from behind my house and the party was back on. Add in a drunken stumble to the near-
est taco hut and you got yourself what should’ve been a solid three-star party. Sadly, my 
principles cannot allow me to give a high score to a party that got busted up. Don’t you 
admire my integrity? One star.

House Party, Hewlitt Drive 2/23
Matt and Jason were throwing a “Rep Your Hood” party so I assembled my best Bay 
gear and cruised over. To get there we had to drive past the Chappy dorm, bringing back 
fond memories of freshman year. I came in with a 12-Pack of natties, which of course 
I stashed in lieu of four games of beer pong (3-1, thank you very much). My roommate 
had brought a joint and we smoked it with some old friends, and things were generally 
good, until the police came crashing in. I’m not really sure what happened, they might 
have arrested someone for something, I don’t know (I hope you weren’t expecting any 
kind of investigative journalism here). Anyway, it became quite urgent that everyone 
leave, so I grabbed the nearest marine, seated right next to me, and ordered him to carry 
my beer safely out of the house. As we were leaving I got a glimpse of the pig, and sure 
enough it was Officer Badcop, the powertripper who felt the need to break up my party 
the weekend before. I sympathised for my friends, but I also escaped with my beer. Me 
and my roommate chilled with a few friends who lived in the neighborhood and killed 
off a case of beer with a few marines, always an interesting way to end the night. Too 
bad the cops were involved, or I would have given this party more than One Star. Sorry 
guys.

Party Reviews
Your party score too low for your taste? Invite us to another one and don’t suck so much next time

editor@sdsu.koalahq.com

God dammit, you lazy fucks forgot 
to put a recruitment ad in here?! Now 
nobody’s going to come to our recruit-
ment meeting in the Aztec Center Food 
Court at 12:30 on Thursday, March 
8th! Are you losers trying to get out of 
buying beer for the new people? Shame 
on you. Fuck it, we’re going to print.
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The Solution The Feminists Never Thought Of
The Associated Students requires that our publication have redeeming educational value.  We hope this meets the requirements.

Feminists have for many years complained that women do not earn the same wages as men.  Over the course of her life, a woman with a bachelor’s 
degree will make $1.6 million.  A man will make $2.5 million.  This is a $900,000 difference.  There have been many theories proposed to explain 
and blame for this.  I come with a message to those women - stop trying.  I’ve discovered the real reason; I’ve answered the question once and for 
all.  Interestingly enough, it took a man to solve this problem.  Might the lack of problem solving skills play into this disparity?  Furthermore, I 
honestly have to wonder how many women will actually rise up to embrace the solution I have thought of.  Women will complain about the problem, 
but when offered a solution, will they live up to their own hype?  Will womankind demonstrate their own dedication to their financial futures?  Will 
they make the sacrifices necessary to move up in the world or has this all been some kind of weird hypothetical test question?  If I know women..., 
well, nevermind.  The simple solution?   Sex change operation.  That’s right.  Become a man.  What better way to transcend inequality than to make 
yourselves truly equal?

Here are the numbers.  A female to male sex change operation costs about $77,000.  So by investing $77,000 now, you’ll earn $900,000 more over 
your lifetime.  That’s an 1169% growth in your investment, not to even mention the growth in your pants.  It pays itself off in four years, at which 
point, your new penis earns you $18,000 every year for the rest of your life.  For a woman, it’s the equivalent of getting an M.D., except that instead 
of spending the next three years in medical school, you’re out of the hospital in a matter of days.  Read that again.  Just by undergoing the surgery, 
you increase your earning potential to that of the surgeon.  Plus, medical school costs way more than $77,000.

Victoria’s Secret 
Presents...

*Imagination/X-ray vision required

If there’s one thing the Koala believes in after all the years of making fun of people, 
it’s being true to yourself (unless you’re some kind of whiney bitch). Well, sometimes 
it just isn’t so easy. What if your peers don’t think you’re cool? What if your family 
just dosn’t understand? I know I’ve been there. Well, we here at the Koala encourage 
you to step up and be who you really are, even if it hurts. Homosexual people, you 
may not be able to relate, but the Koala is dedicating this section to anyone that wants 
to finally show the world that they’re Coming Out of the fashionable, clothing-filled, 
well interior-decorated Closet, and tell the world: I’m straight, and I’m proud.

In high school, one group I used to hang out with became close friends of mine, but I 
realized that our interests varied greatly. While I would try to carry on conversations 
about videogames, Devin would rant on about his obsession with male vampires and 
Freddy liked to converse about fashion and modeling. Surely this was coincidence 
I thought, but as time went on, I noticed that if ever I brought an attractive girl into 
attention, my fellows would begin talking about one of their female friends and what 
a jerk her boyfriend was. Eventually, when Nathan told me he had special feelings for 
me, I realized that maybe my friends and I had a couple of differences. However, I 
was anxious about revealing my straightness. Could I really jeopardize the close ties 
I had by telling them I was attracted to, dare I say, women? Yet before I could dis-
close my heterosexuality, Reggie caught me hitting on our friend, the hot and female 
Stephanie. The secret was out. Some of my so-called friends began to ignore and 
avoid me; feeling as though being around a straight guy could ruin their reputation. 
But my true friends did not forsake me, and accepted me for the straight person that I 
am.

Even today as I walk the SDSU campus, I am constantly singled out and referred 
to as “the Line” over there. I’m sure you straight guys get as offended as I do when 
people think something sucks and say “That’s Fuckin’ Straight.” However, I tell you 
all, though it’s not easy being in the majority, I’m proud of who I am. When my girl-
friend and I walk down the freedom steps holding hands, I care not what the others 
around me say. I urge all of you straight guys out there, living in fear of what people 
will think of you, to show everyone just how straight you are! If anyone looks at you 
in disgust as you’re making out with that babe at a party, just keep on being your-
self and take honor in the vaginal sex you’ll soon be having! And when society does 
not accept you for who you are, stand tall knowing that 96% of the male population 
stands with you. On behalf of the straight male population of SDSU, The Koala asks 
you to let us support you as the normal person you are, no matter what anyone else 
says.

I Was a Teenage Straight Man
The shocking tales of a victimized majority
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To “Sympathetic Professors”
I know you think by making the Final exam “optional” 
that it helps the students out.  Well it doesn’t!  Not 
for us lazy procrastinating poor excuse for students 
anyway.  I’ve just pulled an all-nighter (and not one of 
those good all-nighters either) trying to cram for your 
fucking final.  You knew i was gonna skip out on a 
midterm or at least fuck up hard on one and that i was 
bound to take the final.  You didnt help me with shit.  
Basically, you just gave my lazy ass a test day to be, 
well, lazy.  That’s like giving a crack addict more crack.
Sincerely,
CrackAddict

I hate you. You suck. Now please come back to me and 
fuck me stupid.

This to the failure who failed every class (aka hiker, 
gay neck, gnome, owl, north face) he can get his 
hands on. Hey you know what, FUCK IT, his name is 
Ian. I know you try hard, and I should be comforting 
you right now after finals, BUT IM NOT. I will just 
laugh, and laugh hard, HAHAHAHAHAAHA YES-
SSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!! YOU FAILED! Congratz

Regards,
Dr. Pawar, and Professor Shaul, and Dr .Olson.

I just laid a major shit
Regards,
Aaron~

Dear worthless:
It might help if you actually went to class.  Don’t drag 
your whiny ass to me for help on tests ever again. Per-
coke-head is his name, he lives with no shame.

Dear middle aged dude in my management class,
Noone gives a fuck how long you have been around 
or how much you can impress the professor. You look 
like a total deusch bag when you try to show up the 
professor. Just because you are 26 years older than her 
doesn’t mean you know more than her... Remember, 
she has her doctorate and you are going SDSU 33 years 
too late.
Derek

Why the fuck is it so hard to find legitimate and reason-
ably priced acid in this goddamned state. California 
was the birthplace of the hippy movement and the 
entire acid culture, yet everywhere I go nowadays I’m 
either being sold fake tabs or I am being charged four 
times what they were worth. The whole point of this 
drug was to promote peace, love, and understanding 
between people, and by ripping me off you are destroy-
ing everything that ever made this drug popular in the 
first place. Oooh you cheated me out of 5-10 dollars, 
what a big score, was it really worth me coming back 
and kicking your fucking teeth in? If you don’t have 
any fry, don’t say you do, if you are gonna rip me off 
you better have a gun, and if you do have some real 
stuff make yourself known, the market for it is larger 
than you’d think. - The Mystical Sage

To the Compulsive male masturbators of the LLC 
(females vibe on!)...Look I understand that you have 
an insatiable urge to beat off several times a day. It’s a 
serious problem and I realize that there is no easy cure, 
but for fuck’s sake have a little respect for the other 
200 people in the dorm. A big way you can do this is 
by at least locking the door! I dare say there is anything 
more awkward than walking in on someone else having 
a little alone time. Also it will leave you with plenty 
of time to dispose of the evidence and unlock the door 
without arousing any suspicion from the visitor on the 
other side. Furthermore, just because you think your 
roommate is asleep is NOT an acceptable reason to 
start jerkin your Gherkin. Odds are he really isnt asleep 
yet and probably hasn’t felt this uncomfortable since he 
was 10 and the priest gave him an alternative solution 
to saying five Hail Mary’s. So please guys, do us all a 
big favor and try to cut back a little bit.

In life, there are things that are good and bad at the 
same time, like a warm toilet seat. You like it because 
its warm, but you know that is someone else’s ass heat.

I fucking love my roomates! Those crazy bitches are 
just the best
Heart Sign,
Melissa

I’ll take care of dinner if you get the tip $

Phi 4:8
whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, 
whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable, whatever is 
excellen or praiseworthy...
Think of such things!

Katie Shultz - you are a hobo and you smell like beef.

To the guy with the shirt that reads, “maybe if you 
dropped a few,”
FAT people need love to!

I’m tired of these regular students always picking on 
the athletes talking about how easy we got it when we 
don’t.  Walk a day in our shoes; practice, weights, class, 
practice, study hall, meetings and then tell me if we got 
it good.  Don’t be mad because you weren’t bless
with athletic abilities. Don’t try and be our friends at 
party and then turn around and talk about us.  Don’t 
pity us pity ur self for not achieving anything in life.
Sincerely,
One pissed off athlete.

ANNE’S FRANKS! The best kept secret in Germany! 
Kosher! *This one came with drawings...

To all the stupid sorority girls who go fake  tanning 
and turn yourselves orange. ITs FUCKING FEBUARY 
noone is tan regardless if it is San Diego. YOu weren’t 
that hot to start wth, and now you look like a walking 
carriot, Actully that is a insult to carriots everywhere 
they have more brians then you

I need to drink tonight. I need get laid. Let’s get Fuck’d 
UP

“Cupid Got Stupid” at DJK party house. Many people 
were shocked (A secret drink). 15 gallons of Jungle 
Juice was finished, along with 150 beers. DJK where 
you enter Cupid and Exit Stupid

The Beerfest at TC on 2/24 was amazing! 500 beers 
cashed! I can’t wait Till Part 2!
-Signed Beerpong Champion!

We heard the Cave Party is coming up. Hopefully you 
guys will make it as legendary as it is meant to be!

Why isn’t there an adjective to describe one with 
integrity? She/he can be honest, admirable, respectable, 
and...have integrity? I propose “integrious.”
-Becky Stout

girls are missing out on all the fun by being prude. 
YOUR BOYFRIEND IS CHEATING ON YOU!!

To the girl who did not warn me.
So the next time your’e on my bed without any pants 
on and the next step is obvious please have the con-
sideration to let me know that you’ve been shot in the 
crotch because blood is really hard to get out of my 
sheets
-The Guy who doesn’t like supnses.

Homosexual whine you may call this but I don’t care! 
I need a little lesbian action or I think I might go into 
a coma! A school full of half naked, spray on tanned, 
bleached blondes you thnk a girl would have fun but 
I don’t think that half of these women would look at a 
girl let alone hold hands or sleep w/one. LAME I ha-
vent even seen and interracial relationship! So I guess I 
have to go home to my “Lola”
Yeah dont ask!
-LATER

This goes to freshman (including me) if you don’t talk 
to your high school friends that are in college your’e 
an idiot.  They are the ones you know the best and the 

ones who might help you go through tough times.  And 
this goes to all students if your quiet every single time 
before class starts your’e an idiot too.  Talk dammit 
everytime I see (couldn’t read this part) you all look 
like stoners.
*Penny.

I read the lord of the rings and I liked them.

Save Darfur

“Bombing for peace is like fucking for virginity” after 
four years, shouldn’t we pull out?

Dear campus cops;
Please don’t zap the shit out of us.
Sincerely,
the Students and Skateboarders of SDSU

I want to put in in my Women’s Studies professor’s ass. 
It’s warm, tight, and demeaning to women. I also am 
sure I ejaculate pesticide, which would kill the rhinoc-
eros beetle that’s stuck up there.
-The guy pretending to be sensitive in women’s studies.

To the idiot who wrote in the Feb 21 D.A. that Bush is 
a “wonderful man”-
Thanks for showing the world that you can still be an 
ignorant imbecile after 4+ years of college
Sincerely,
The hippy that wants to kick you in the nuts

This one is for you, -ya you-
You little asian slut. Where to start? ok-to begin with I 
only find you attactive because if I fucked you my dick 
would look real big. Next up- thats fucked that you 
copied my final project in the hardest class I’ve ever 
had. I though I was supposed to copy asians! Quit being 
a poser nerd. Faker!

To the rat-faced chick friend’s obnoxious friend-
Ever since you opened your mouth with your sadistic 
, death rattling snarl, the world was stunned- and PB 
was wide open to accept your greasy-assedsororityskin. 
The wretched smell of your perfume would make an el-
ementary school janitor vomit without warning. I pray 
you will one day hit a tanning salon and get stuck in it 
so you shrivel up like an earthworm in Phoenix in July. 
Stay protected. And don’t forget to remember that pile 
of puke you slept in a few months ago.

Dear Old guy in class,
Spare us your shitty antics please. They don’t make 
you seem to fit in any more than you already don’t. 
YOU SUCK AT LIFE! That’s why you’re still in this 
easy-A of a class with 18 year-olds. And get a new hat 
for fuck’s sake. That crusty old USC hat must be twice 
as old as you. It must stand for Under-sexed Senior 
Clowns the way you act in classwith all your ‘crack-
house’ jokes.
-The Dude

Mister “Uncle Ben” lookin’ librarian
Your boobies are like hershey’s kisses
And your esophagus like a kit kat bar
I want to turn you into a vending machine
So I can buy those sunflower seeds.
Take me to the ball game
But to surrender peanuts and crackerjacks
may not be the cure to immortality

Little miss henfoot,
Not a day goes by I don’t think about your unaligned 
digits. Your big toe represents function and conduction-
ism with a black and white sock as a sign of leadership. 
Lower in the class structure lies lil’ pigglies untam-
pered, yet gangly, with a hint of gang green.
The last toe is dead to me now

To our new artist
Ur a sick and twisted little fuck
and I like it
Call me some time?

Koala Personals
Lay down your burdens at sdsu.koalahq.com
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